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Abstract

In order to reduce the communication overhead among sensor nodes, a routing algorithm is proposed based on zoning management nodes. The algorithm defines the calculation method of the network partition radius after nodes deployment, and divides monitored area according to the radius meanwhile layouts one management node in each partition. Then nodes' communication cost is calculated based on the distance among nodes as well as nodes' energy, and finishes the selection of routing nodes based on the cost. Finally, using the Matlab simulation environment, the parameters impacting the optimal partition radius are discussed, and the proposed routing algorithm is compared with existing algorithms. Theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is more balanced on nodes energy consumption. The algorithm reduces network traffic overhead while extends the lifetime of the network.
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1. Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is generally made up of thousands of self-organized sensor nodes which are very small. As sensor node can also sense and process information together with communicating with other nodes, people design wireless sensor network to monitor various situations or events, transmitting the node data to terminal users. However, although there is limited strength of sensor node in practical application and WSN will save strength as much as possible by applying great network topology and best routing strategy. But because of the difference between traditional network and Ad hoc network, route in WSN are paid more and more attention [1, 2].

Depending on the event-driven nature of WSN, the main function of sensor node in different applications is to forward the perception data from target zone to base station. Therefore, designing efficient routing algorithm to build high quality path is one of most important issues in WSN [3, 4]. For the inherent features of WSN, routing in WSN is a challenging problem. In recent years, scholars home and abroad proposed that there are mainly two routing algorithms [5, 6, 7]: single path routing algorithm and multipath routing algorithm. The former is easy to be realized and good in expansibility, but has high network energy consumption, and thus it cannot meet the requirements of resource-constrained WSN. Multipath routing algorithm is a technology that can be used to substitute routing technology. Through the paths it chooses, the data can be transmitted from the source to the target. Compared with single path routing, low delays, load balancing and high link quality of multipath routing technology has significantly improved WSN performance and attracted more and more attention.

For the WSN of multipath routing, a new kind of multi-hop routing algorithm based on partition management node is improved in order to further save the node energy and improve the routing efficiency of the Internet. The algorithm raises the definition of "Partition radius" and provides computational method of the partition radius and discusses the radius value after network sensor node random deployment. To realize the area division of network, then distribute a placed management node in each partition, and point out the division process of...
network partition, in the end give routing process of the node. Through the theoretical analysis and simulation experiment, the result shows that the network expansibility of the proposed routing algorithm is good, while reducing energy consumption of node and balancing node load, lifetime of network is delayed.

2. Research Method
A lot of routing policy is raised in recent years, in order to provide the use ratio of network energy. Apply the traditional routing algorithm CR [3]. When node detects the events, it will broadcast them to all the nodes (these nodes are called neighboring nodes) within the range of telecommunication. The neighboring nodes will also broadcast the information to other nodes. The process will be going until the event reaches base station (BS), which results in over consumption of node strength in network and adds the conflict in wireless transmission. In order to improve the utilization of network strength, many routing strategies are put forward in recent years [4-12]. LEACH [4], whose execution process is periodical, is the typical routing algorithm in WSN. Every circulation consists of stage of cluster establishment and stage of data telecommunication. The routing algorithm divides network into many clusters in network by randomly creating cluster head, from which it sends, receives and combines data to reduce the strength consumption of common nodes. But in the process of cluster head directly transmitting data, LEACH algorithm does not consider the actual physical distance from node to base station, which leads to node consumption’s rapid increasing along with bigger distance from base station. Therefore, this algorithm does not fit in WSN's large-scale environment. The scholars later come up with the improved algorithm like LEACH-TE [5] and LEACH-CE[6] against the disadvantages of LEACH. In choosing cluster head, the former considers remained strength of node and average strength in the whole network. The latter introduces the concept of backup cluster head. Both of the algorithms calculate the best cluster numbers from the principle of least strength. Compared with LEACH, these two algorithms are better. Eight people including Wang Kunchi [7] and Duan Wenfang [8] come up with the routing algorithm based on “minimum hop”. The basic idea of this algorithm is to establish “minimum hop” and timely add new nodes by sending messages with each other among the nodes. The two algorithms optimize the process of data transmission and use ACK as well as message cache mechanism. In addition, the document [8] puts forward Hello packet jumping mechanism and provides the maintenance process of route. RDSR [9] puts forward another kind of routing idea, which divides the network into several areas based on the relative direction of transferring data. Then the node will randomly select relay nodes in all areas according to the relative position distance from base station. The node route process of using this algorithm is easy, but when the divided areas are relatively large in network, routing circle will be created in network because of node’s random selection. Document [10] and [11] put forward routing path to find node by creating routing table for shortcomings of RDSR. Document [12] put forward ERIDSR algorithm, which introduces “minimum hop” and adds the factors of telecommunication distance. In order to further save the strength of node and improve the routing efficiency of network, a kind of new routing algorithm is created based on area division management of node.

3. Routing Algorithm Based on Area Division Management of Node
Similar to LEACH algorithm, the execution process of routing algorithm is periodical, but every cycle is divided into three stages: setting network, dividing area and transferring data.

3.1. Production of Network Topology
It is assumed that 200 sensor nodes in network are randomly arranged at the two-dimensional area with the area of 200m*200m. Base station is located on the left side below the monitoring area. The places will not be changed after all nodes are arranged. As Figure 1 is shown the network topology, the horizontal axis and vertical axis are used to mark the graphical position of node (abscissa and ordinate). Common sensor node is seen as circle sign “○” in the figure. Base station is located at the origin of two-dimensional coordinate as the triangle sign “△” in Figure 1.
3.2. Area Division Process of Network

3.2.1. Calculation of Subarea Semi-Diameter

It is assumed that sensor node in network can dynamically sense the remained strength and position itself as well as calculate the distance from base station or other nodes by using I-ERIDSR algorithm. The \( i \) subarea semi-diameter in network is \( R_i(|1 \leq i \leq n, i \in Z^+) \), of which \( t \) represents the total number of subarea semi-diameter. The calculation formula is as Equation (1).

\[
R_i = \begin{cases} 
  c_1 \cdot d_1, & i=1 \\
  ((i-1)^2/i^2) \cdot c_2 \cdot d + R_{i-1}, & i>1 
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

In Equation (1), \( d_1 \) is the telecommunication threshold and it is set that all nodes in the range of \( d_1 \) away from node \( i \) \((1 \leq i \leq n)\) are the neighboring nodes. The \( n \) is the number of common sensor node in network. In form network the unified parameter \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) are two important ones in establishing subarea structure by setting different values in practical use to flexibly change the division of network area. Parameter \( c_1 \) is used to decide the size of semi-diameter \( R_1 \) in the first subarea, which indirectly affects the size of semi-diameter in other areas and finally will affect the area in all subareas. Parameter \( c_2 \) affects the semi-diameter value of other subareas except for \( R_1 \), which makes the values of parameter \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in \( R_1 \) as 0.2 and 3. The value of \( R_1 \) can be seen in Figure 2. Value of minimum subarea semi-diameter in network depends on the farthest node from base station in network.

We will further study the function of parameter \( c_2 \). It is not hard to see from Figure 2 and calculation formula (1) that the whole sensor network arrangement is in the first quadrant. The subarea semi-diameter is a quarter of the circle semi-diameter. When \( i \geq 2 \) and \( x_m, y_m \) and \( X_m, Y_m \) represent the scope of monitoring area. It can be known from formula (2) that the value of parameter \( c_2 \) directly affects the size of other areas except for section 1. The area \( S \) of \( i \) subarea is:

\[
S = \frac{1}{4} \pi \cdot \frac{(i-1)^2}{i^2} \cdot c_1 \cdot d \cdot (c_2 \cdot d) \cdot \frac{(i-1)^2}{i^2} + 2R_{i-1}) \\
= \frac{1}{4} \pi \cdot \frac{(i-1)^2}{i^2} \cdot c_1 \cdot d \cdot (c_2 \cdot d) \cdot \frac{(i-1)^2}{i^2} + 2 \cdot (0.2d + 3d \sum_{k=2}^{i} \frac{(k-1)^2}{k^2}]
\]

(2)
3.2.2. Division of Network Area

Base station, which will be regarded as center in network, will calculate the network subarea semi-diameter. Ri is the semi-diameter to produce many virtual circles. In order to make it convenient for instruction, it is shown in the dotted line of Figure 2 that base station will divide network into several fan shape areas according to these circles. After dividing areas, base station will broadcast information to node of arrangement area. When node is received, it will calculate the area number itself according to the distance from base station. The process of network dividing area and calculation process of node area number are as followed:

1. The broadcasting information packet HELLO(IDi, (N(i).xd, N(i).yd), d1) of node i in network includes the identifier IDi with node i, coordinate (N(i).xd, N(i).yd) of node i and telecommunication threshold d1. After another node j receives packets, it will calculate the absolute value of distance j from node i. If \( |ij| \leq d1 \), node i will regard node j as neighboring one and store it in routing table.

2. Base station regards R1 as telecommunication semi-diameter and sends the packet Message1 (n+1, (N(n+1).xd, N(n+1).yd), Ri), identifier with base station, base station coordinate and calculation formula of subarea semi-diameter. After node i receives message in area 1, it will calculate the absolute value of distance from base station and store Ri according to base station coordinate. Later node i will send data packet Message1 (i, n+1, (N(n+1).xd, N(n+1).yd), d1) to the neighboring node.

3. After neighboring node j in node i is received, it will calculate the absolute value of distance from base station according to the message, change the node identifier i to j in Message1 and later will forward to other neighboring nodes.

4. Repeat step (3) until all nodes have calculated the distance from base station.

5. Base station compares with the area semi-diameter according to the distance absolute value from the furthest node. If \( R_{i-1} < MAX_{Dis} \leq R_i \) base station will gain the total number t of divided area in network.

6. Node i will calculate the area number N(i).Z itself according to the absolute value of distance from base station. The calculation formula is:

   - If \( d_{i-1} \leq R_i \), then N(i).Z=1;
   - Otherwise, if \( R_{i-1} < d_{i-1} \leq R_i \), then N(i).Z=i.

   The network structure is shown in Figure 2 according to the procedures above after network divides areas, in which network is divided into several fan shape areas. The nearest subarea from base station is area Z1. As the area of this part is relatively small, it is not indicated in Figure 2. Z1 in the figure represents the i subarea (\( 2 \leq i \leq t, i \in Z^+ \)). R1——R5 in
horizontal axis represents subarea semi-diameter. Base station will arrange a management node in every area after dividing areas. As node ‘*’ is shown in figure, this kind of node position in area is fixed and the strength is out of limit.

3.3. Routing Process of Node

In order to further improve the routing efficiency of node, the algorithm (recorded as I-ERIDSR) fully considers the subarea number and strength of node, distance from node to management node or base station in selecting routing node, which node i will choose from all neighboring nodes $j (1 \leq j \leq n, j \neq i)$ according to the size of telecommunication cost. The telecommunication cost $N(j)$.cost of node j is defined as:

$$
N(j)\text{.cost} = \begin{cases} 
\sqrt{d_{ij}^2 + d_{ij}^2 / N(i)\cdot head} / N(j)\cdot re, N(j)\cdot z = 1 \\
\sqrt{d_{ij}^2 + d_{ij}^2 / BS} / N(j)\cdot re, N(j)\cdot z > 1 
\end{cases}
$$

It is not hard to find from formula (3) that the bigger the strength of node j, the nearer distance from management node or bigger probability to forward data as the next node. In order to ensure the effectiveness of algorithm, the nodes near base station will directly send data to the station. The process of node $i(i \neq n+1)$ in selecting route is concluded below:

```plaintext
17?1 for i=1:1:(n+MNnum+1)
22?2 N(i).flag_multiHop=1;
32?3 N(i).nexthop==0
4?4 end for
5?5 for i=1:1:n
6?6 if (N(i).Z==1)
7?7 N(i).nexthop=n+1;
8?8 N(i).flag_multiHop=0;
9?9 end if
10?10 if(N(i).flag_multiHop==1&&N(i).neibNum>0)
11?11 for j=1:1:N(i).neibNum
12?12 COMPUTE N(tempHeads(j)).cost
13?13 end
14?14 if(N(tempHeads(j)).Z<N(i).Z)
15?15 if(N(tempHeads(j)).cost ==mincost)
16?16 N(i).nexthop=tempHeads(j) ;
17?17 end if
18?18 else if(N(tempHeads(j)).Z==N(i).Z&& N(i).nexthop==0)
19?19 if(N(tempHeads(j)).cost ==mincost1)
20?20 N(i).nexthop=tempHeads(j) ;
21?21 end if
22?22 else if(N(tempHeads(j)).Z>N(i).Z&& N(i).nexthop==0)
23?23 if(N(tempHeads(j)).cost ==mincost2)
24?24 N(i).nexthop=tempHeads(j) ;
25?25 end if
26?26 end if
27?27 end if
28?28 end for
29?29 N(n+2).nextStop=n+1;
30?30 N(n+2).flag_multiHop=0;
31?31 for i=3:1:(MNnum+1)
32?32 if(N(n+i).flag_multiHop==1)
33?33 N(n+i).nextStop=n+i-1;
34?34 end if
35?35 end for
```

The 1-4 line of the algorithm above is an initial process of parameter, of which MNnum represents the numbers of management node in network. As the definition of identifier in base
station is \( n+1 \), the identifier of management node will begin from \( n+2 \). \( N(i) \). flag\_multiHop is used to indicate if node \( i \) applies way of multi-jumping to transfer data. Initiative value of 1 refers to use way of multi-jumping and \( N(i) \).nexthop is used to store the identifier of next jumping route in node \( i \) with initiative value of 0; the5-9 line of the algorithm is used to judge the area number size of node \( i \) \( (1 \leq i \leq n) \). If area number equals 1, node \( i \) does not need to forward data by other nodes but to directly send data to base station. At this time, the multi-jumping identifier variable of node \( i \) will be set as 0; the 10-27 line is used to use way of multi-jumping to send data of node \( i \) routing process, of which the 10-13 line is used to calculate all telecommunication cost \( N(tempHeads(j)).cost \) of neighboring node in node \( i \). The 14-27 line uses multi-jumping routing strategy: at first node \( i \) will choose the minimum neighboring node \( j \) as the next jumping route in all neighboring nodes where area number is the smallest. If there is no such routing node in the 14-17 line of the algorithm, node \( i \) will respectively select according to area number with equal and bigger sequence from the neighboring node in corresponding areas based on the principle of minimum telecommunication cost which can be seen at 18-26 line; the 29-30 line is used to define routing node of management node in section 1 as base station and set the multi-jumping identifier of management node as 0; the 31-35 line is used to define the routing node of other management nodes except for section 1. The next jumping in this kind of node is smaller than the management node of area number. It is not hard to see from the routing node selection algorithm defined in this text that node will prefer to select the nearer area neighboring node from base station as relay node. In this way, it will reduce the telecommunication cost of node and save the strength of node, which is crucial to wireless sensor with limited strength.

4. Simulation Experiment
4.1. Experiment Environment and Parameter Setting
Imitate operating environment of network in the Matlab simulation platform by setting experiment parameter. It is defined the best calculation formula of subarea semi-diameter in routing algorithm (I-ERIDSR) of this text according to the experiment result. We will also make comparative analysis between I-ERIDSR algorithm and RDSR, ERIDSR algorithm. It is assumed in experiment that there are 200 common sensor node randomly scattered in the two-dimensional area of \( 200m \times 200m \) in which the initial strength of node is 0.5J and size of data packet is 400bits. The experiment value of telecommunication threshold \( d_1 \) is 30m. Part of other variable value in experiment is referred to document [13].

4.2. Experiment Result and Theory Analysis
4.2.1. Certainty of Parameter in Subarea Semi-Diameter Formula
In order to properly divide the network area and reduce telecommunication consumption of nodes to the upper limit, it is studied the best value of parameter \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) in subarea semi-diameter by simulation experiment of which the experiment result is seen at Figure 3. Figure 3 provides five different values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 when \( c_2 = 1 \) the strength consumption trend of all nodes in every turn of network. The experiment indicates that when \( c_1 \) is valued 0.1 and 0.2, the strength consumption and wave of node in every turn are relatively small. The node consumption of every turn is balanced although when \( c_1 \) valued 0.1, the node consumption strength combination in every turn is the smallest. But in this condition, the subarea (section 1) near the base station is the smallest and the node number in the area is the lowest. These nodes which are near base station have more burden and will die early because of running out of strength. This will make the “blind side” [14] in this subarea. In order to better solve the “hot spot” [15] problem near the base station, the best value of \( c_1 \) is 0.2 in the experiment environment of routing algorithm provided in this text.
Figure 3. Network consumption when parameter c1 has different values

Figure 4 provides four different values of c2=1,2,3,4 when c1=0.2 the strength consumption trend of all nodes in every turn of network. The experiment result indicates that when c2 is valued between 1 and 3, the whole consumption of node will gradually reduce in every turn of network. This is because when c2 is valued too small (c2=1 or 2) and divided areas in network are relatively many, the area of small number will be lower and the nodes are fewer too. But these nodes often need to forward the data of bigger area number which are sent by node. As a result, the node consumption will be more and will die early. The node consumption of all areas are not balanced, which will make the whole performance of network go down. It also can be seen from Figure 4 that when c2 is valued more like 4, the network consumption is increasing. This is because when c2 is valued more, the subarea number in network is too little and number of management node is not much and the nodes of all areas except section 1 send data, it needs not many management nodes to send, which will result in the forwarding circulation and more consumption in network. Therefore, the best value of c2 is 3 in the experiment environment of routing algorithm provided in this text.

Figure 4. Network consumption when parameter c1 has different values
4.2.2. Comparison of Strength Consumption

In Figure 5 we make comparison of the node consumption in network when the three algorithms of RDSR, ERIDSR and I-ERIDSR operate \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, 10 \) turns. Simulation experiment has been done for 10 turns and the node in every turn transfer only one data. It is not hard to see from Figure 5 that the consumption of RDSR algorithm is the biggest with the increasing of turns and the corresponding strength curve is not smooth. The node strength other two algorithms keeps steady growth and the consumption of routing algorithm I-ERIDSR provided in this text is the smallest. This is because in the routing process of using RDSR algorithm node will randomly select node as relay nodes in all subareas according to area numbers which can not ensure the optimization of node. This will make some nodes transfer data in long distance and consume big node strength. In addition, if node arrangement in RDSR algorithm is in the subarea with bigger area number and far away from management node, node will produce routing circle in this area which will make the node run out of strength and die early. Thus, using the whole network of RDSR algorithm will have big algorithm and imbalanced node consumption. There are three factors among jumping number, area number and node in the process of choosing relay node in ERIDSR algorithm. Compared with RDSR algorithm, the whole consumption of ERIDSR algorithm will be lower; and I-ERIDSR algorithm divides area of network through experiment to define the best calculation formula of subarea semi-diameter in order to realize the goal of reducing telecommunication consumption of node. Moreover, this algorithm considers the area number and telecommunication cost in the process of node route. The calculation of telecommunication cost considers two factors of strength and distance, which makes stronger direction to destination node in time of sending node data. As a result, compared with RDSR and ERIDSR algorithm, the whole consumption of I-ERIDSR algorithm is lower.

![Figure 5. Comparison of Network Consumption](image)

4.2.3. Comparison of Network Life

In order to test the surviving time of network, we make comparison of node death after using three algorithms of network to operate 50 turns. As I-ERIDSR algorithm has not appeared death node in the first 25 turns, the comparison of node death number in three algorithms will begin from the twenty-sixth turn. Experiment result is seen at Figure 6, from which it can be seen that after network operates 26 turns, we will use RDSR algorithm with more than 50 node death numbers. The node death number of ERIDSR algorithm is about 30, but in the same turn the node death number of I-ERIDSR algorithm which is obviously smaller than RDSR, ERIDSR algorithm. With the growth of each algorithm’s operating turn, the node death number of I-ERIDSR algorithm in network increases slower than RDSR, ERIDSR algorithm. This is because the consumption of I-ERIDSR algorithm is more balanced and obviously less than RDSR,
ERIDSR algorithm in the condition that three algorithms have the same common experiment parameter. Therefore, the death node number of this algorithm in network is less with longer surviving time of network.

4.2.4. Comparison of Network Extension

In Figure 7 we will use the node number of three algorithms in network when \( n=100,200,...,1000 \) and make comparison of network strength consumption. The experiment has been done ten times. Each algorithm operates 10 turns in every experiment. We make comparison of the general strength consumed in ten turns. It is not hard to see from Figure 7 the whole network strength consumption of three algorithms tend to increase with the growth of node numbers. And in the condition that node numbers are the same in network, the consumed strength of I-ERIDSR algorithm is obviously lower than RDSR, ERIDSR algorithm, which indicates that I-ERIDSR algorithm network has good extension. This algorithm fits for WSN of large-scale node.
4.2.5. Comparison of Load Balance

In order to test the node load balance of three algorithms in network, we will compare the strength variance of node in network in the condition that three algorithms have the same common experiment parameter. The approximate value of variance is rounded to four decimal places. Every algorithm experiment has been done 50 turns and we analyze the variance of general strength of network consumption on every turn of each algorithm namely in 1-10, 11-20, ... 41-50 turn. Experiment result is seen at Table 1 and we can see from the data in Table 1 by using RDSR algorithm the consumed strength of node in every network turn varies because of random selection of routing node. As a result, variance value is larger while ERIDSR algorithm has stronger direction in the process of node sending data to management node or database. Therefore, compared with RDSR algorithm, the consumed strength in each turn of network node will be relatively balanced with small variance. Compared with the first two algorithms, variance of I-ERIDSR algorithm has little fluctuation. This is because in the process of using node routing algorithm in this text, the remained strength of routing node is considered which will balance node load and makes node strength consumption in every turn of network more stable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Variance 1-10</th>
<th>Variance 11-20</th>
<th>Variance 21-30</th>
<th>Variance 31-40</th>
<th>Variance 41-50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RDSR</td>
<td>0.3323</td>
<td>0.3533</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIDSR</td>
<td>0.1061</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-ERIDSR</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

For the problem about big strength consumption of routing algorithm, we come up with a kind of routing algorithm I-ERIDSR based on area division management node. This algorithm consists of three stages: setting network, dividing area and transferring data. I-ERIDSR algorithm will divide network into several subareas according to subarea semi-diameter. Later a management node will be produced in every subarea. In the process of node sending data node strength and telecommunication distance among nodes are considered which makes the algorithm in this text have good performance in the whole. At last we make comparison between I-ERIDSR algorithm and existing routing algorithm. The result indicates the node of routing algorithm has balanced load, which fits for WSN of large-scale node. This algorithm reduces node strength consumption and extends the network life at the same time.
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